
Core Message
You found the sweet spot.

The L1 Pro16 is a streamlined system with high output and extended low 
frequency. With a 16-driver articulated J-shape line array, the L1 Pro16 offers 180 
degrees of horizontal sound coverage and is a perfect fit for DJs, singer-
songwriters, and small ensembles performing in small-to-medium sized clubs, 
bars, and other venues.

3 Integrated 10" × 18" subwoofer
Featuring a high-excursion neodymium RaceTrack driver; 
performance that rivals a conventional 15” woofer with a 
smaller footprint.

2 Versatile coverage
J-shaped line array featuring 16 articulated 2” neodymium 
drivers; 180-degree horizontal coverage, tight vertical 
control on top, and wide dispersion on the bottom to cover 
audiences whether set up on the floor or an elevated stage, 
even off to the extreme sides in medium to large venues.

1 A balance of power and portability
Premium sound onstage. Practical portability everywhere 
else. With an L1 Pro16, you can get from parking to 
performing with ease and from setup to setlist in minutes.

FASTFACTS

The information contained in these training assets are confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended 
recipient and may not be shared or redistributed until after the official product launch date.

L1 PRO16 PORTABLE 
LINE ARRAY SYSTEM



In the BoxSpecifications

Weight 53.69 lbs. (24,35 kg)

Dimensions
79.2 in H x 13.9 in W x 17.9 in D
201,2 cm H x 35,5 cm W x 45,6 cm D

Color Black

Warranty
The product is covered by a limited 
one-year warranty in the US. 
International warranty periods vary.

L1 Pro16 mid-high array

J-shaped line array Featuring 16 articulated 2” neodymium drivers with 180-degree horizontal coverage

Integrated 10” x 18” subwoofer Featuring a high-excursion neodymium RaceTrack driver that delivers expanded 
low frequency bandwidth from a slim, space-saving design

Built-in mixer With EQ, reverb, ToneMatch presets, phantom power, Bluetooth® connectivity

ToneMatch port To connect and power Bose T4S or T8S mixers (sold separately)

L1 Mix app Take wireless control with the L1 Mix app to adjust mixer settings instantly from 
your phone or tablet

Features & Benefits

Extension

The information contained in these training assets are confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended recipient and may not 
be shared or redistributed until after the official product launch date.

Built-in mixer to connect various 
audio sources with two combo 
XLR-1/4" phantom-powered 
inputs, 1/4" and 1/8" (3.5 mm) aux 
input, plus Bluetooth® streaming —
and access channel volume, tone, 
and reverb via illuminated 
controls, with ToneMatch presets 
and system EQ.

ToneMatch port to add in even more 
instruments and other audio sources via 
a dedicated ToneMatch port for Bose 
T4S or T8S mixer (sold separately).

Subwoofer power stand

AC power cordCarry bag for array

Compatible with the L1 Mix 
app for Apple and Android


